
Troubleshooting: FIRED-ON IMAGES TRANSFER PAPER  
  
1. The surface of the decal paper looks bubbled and matte when you 
removed it from the package: Remove the protective tissue covering that is 
attached loosely to the film and discard before printing. Print on the glossy side of 
the decal paper. 
 
2. Black Toner smudged when you push the water out from the unfired 
transfer paper: Run a few plain paper sheets through the printer to heat it up 
before printing on the transfer paper. Use a brayer (rubber roller) over paper 
toweling to remove water and bubbles and prevent smudging.    

   
3. Image has disappeared completely after firing: Make sure that you are 
using ANY HP or Canon BLACK- ONLY Laser Printers or Multifunction 
Printer /Copiers or Fax machines to make your image. If your printer can print in 
color at all…it will not work for this process.  Only use authentic HP or Canon 
toners, no substitutes. 

 

4. Image wipes off after firing: Transfer firing too low, try again at a higher 
temperature.  See the firing chart in the instruction booklet. 
   
5. Image has faded after firing: Transfer firing temperature is too hot…use a 
lower temp.  See the firing chart in the instruction booklet. 

 

6. Image has cracks in it:  Small microscopic crackling is normal but if you see 
large cracks or holes after firing be sure to handle the film as little as possible so 
you do not stretch it.  Lift the backing paper out of water bath with film still attached 
then slide film onto surface gently. Use a rubber roller “brayer” over a paper towel 
laid on top of the image to remove all the water and bubbles. Also make sure you 
have used a non-moving glaze.  
    
   
7. Ware has cracked after firing:   
Stoneware requires a slow fire for both heating up and cooling down.   
Porcelain and stoneware must be dry footed…placed directly on kiln shelf   
 
8. Glazed Surfaced has bubbled or roughed up during image firing:    

                  The Glaze you used is not suitable for additional high temperature firings. Best         
                  results with a non-moving glaze.  For best with factory glazed tableware be sure that    
                  it has a permanent label stating “microwave safe” fired onto bottom. 

 
9. Image fired to a lovely sepia color:  Congrats! You did everything right! 
Instructions for adding additional colors are included in your booklet.     
 
For additional info contact info@fired-on.com  
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